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ABSTRACT
Security is an important concern in Voice over IP (VoIP)
applications. An approach to securing the signaling, such as
the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) messages, is by using
Transport Layer Security (TLS). Several studies have been
done to measure the impact of using TLS on SIP. However,
there have not been any tests on the use of TLS in the sce-
nario of emergency IP-based calls, such as Next Generation
9-1-1 (NG-9-1-1) calls. We propose to demonstrate NG-9-1-1
calls over TLS, and present preliminary statistics of different
call scenarios.

1. INTRODUCTION
AFTER an NG-9-1-1 proof-of-concept project was completed
in 2008 [5], we have been investigating security, perfor-
mance, and interoperability issues of NG-9-1-1 systems. Our
NG-9-1-1 testbed includes important parts of an NG-9-1-1
system, such as different clients, access networks, voice ser-
vice providers (VSPs), and a small version of the Emergency
Services IP Network (ESINet) [3]. Our current focus is on
securing the signaling protocols: Session Initiation Protocol
(SIP) and Location to Service Translation (LoST) trans-
actions [6]. In this demo, we will discuss the issues and
practical implications in establishing a secure framework to
support reliable and confidential IP-based emergency calls
in this heterogeneous environment [7].

The security approach we have been testing is Transport
Layer Security (TLS), which is the main security approach
recommended by the IETF for the signaling plane [8] [4].
A secure SIP connection (”sips:”) using TLS is similar to
HTTPS which is used to secure HTTP connections. SIP
proxies in different domains must authenticate each other
using certificates, for instance through a Certificate Author-
ity (CA). A TLS connection would protect the integrity of
the signaling on a hop-by-hop basis.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
Our NG-9-1-1 testbed includes all elements of a typical Emer-
gency Services IP Network (ESINet), such Emergency Ser-
vices Routing Proxies (ESRP), Location to Service Transla-
tion (LoST) protocol servers, and a Public Safety Answering
Point (PSAP) server and call taker. This prototype system
uses the same clients and servers developed at Columbia
University, such as sipd proxies, sipc clients, and psapd
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Figure 1: NG-9-1-1 Testbed

servers [9]. The security of sipd and sipc is implemented
using OpenSSL [2] [1].

Our experiments include SIP messages encrypted end-to-
end, i.e., between the SIP client all the way to psapd, and
also SIP messages encrypted only between the Voice Service
Provider’s proxy and psapd. Figure 1 shows the network
diagram of our testbed.

3. LIST OF FUNCTIONS AND FEATURES
TO BE DEMONSTRATED

Our goal is to demonstrate the call flow shown in Figure 2.
Next we give a brief overview of the call flow, followed by
the details of its demonstration.

Call flow overview: The call flow for a typical NG-9-1-1
SIP call over TLS for the first three hops is shown in Figure
2. The messages in green are encrypted and the messages
in red are unencrypted. The participating servers and client
can be categorized to belong to three different networks -
the client’s service provider network (which includes the ac-
cess network and VSP), and the local ESINet that redirects
the call to the appropriate PSAP. In the given call flow,
the following signaling messages are encrypted: SIP mes-
sages within the service provider’s network; SIP messages
from service provider to the ESINet; and SIP messages from
the ESINet to psapd. Note that from psapd to the termi-
nating node (call taker), SIP messages are not encrypted,
mainly because the current implementation of the call taker
does not support TLS. Furthermore, as of now, the LoST
queries and responses are not encrypted but we are working
on adding this capability to our call flow.



Demonstration: We plan to bring to the demo two lap-
tops, one running the sipc client, and one running the call
taker’s application. The SIP proxies, ESRP, and LoST servers
will be accessed remotely, via Virtual Private Network (VPN)
connection. We would also like to have an extra computer
to show the logs and SIP messages at the servers at each
hop. In case we have problems making the calls through
VPN, we will demonstrate packet captures from each hop.
To help illustrate the demo, we will bring a poster with the
call flow information and the call setup delay statistics.

4. CONTRIBUTIONS
This demonstration will promote discussions on the differ-
ent security approaches for the ESINet. Our contribution is
to share our practical experience implementing and testing
SIP over TLS in an NG-9-1-1 prototype system. In sum-
mary, here are some important lessons learned from this
implementation:

• the integration of TLS into our NG-9-1-1 testbed was
not as simple as we expected;

• several modifications had to be done to support TLS
and to allow encryption between all the hops;

• the interaction of LoST and SIP with TLS presented
some challenges, because the LoST mapping query re-
turns a simple ”sip:” URI;

• once the calls were made, in a clean network (i.e., with-
out any lost messages or congestion) the impact of TLS
on the call setup delay was not as high as we expected:
the TLS handshakes were fast, and the encrypted SIP
messages had only a few extra bytes compared to the
unencrypted SIP messages. (Call setup delay statistics
will be presented in the demo.)
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Figure 2: NG-9-1-1 call setup with encrypted SIP messages over the first 3 hops.


